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How Propagandists Co-Opted ‘Fact-Checkers’ and the Press to Control the Information Landscape

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Prior to 2015 or 2016, you could still read what you wanted online without much interference.

This has since changed, as propagandists have inEltrated the media and, along with other major

players, like Big Tech and government, set out to control information. Fact-checking — a once-

obscure term that’s since gone mainstream — is one part of the campaign to control what you

see online, and therefore what you think and how you perceive reality — but it’s all a ruse.

Speaking with Jan Jekielek, The Epoch Times senior editor and host of the show “American

Thought Leaders,” investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson explains how virtually everything you

see and hear online has been co-opted, or taken over to serve a greater agenda:

“One has to understand that nearly every mode of information has been co-opted, if it can

be co-opted by some group. Fact checks are no different either, they’ve been coopted in

many instances or created for the purpose of distributing narratives and propaganda.

And your common sense is accurate when it tells you that the way they chose this fact

check and how they decided to word it so they could say this thing is not true when at its

heart it really is true, but the message they’re trying to send is that you shouldn’t believe

it, your common sense is right.

That’s been created as part of a propaganda effort by somebody, somewhere, as part of a

narrative to distribute to the public so virtually every piece of information that can be co-

opted has been.”

The Information Landscape Is Being Controlled

Attkisson calls out several common online sources that are heavily manipulated — Wikipedia,

Snopes and most “fact” checkers to name a few, along with HealthFeedback.org, which is a fake

science group used by Facebook and other Big Tech companies to debunk science that is

actually true.

Fact checkers are often referred to as scientists, but this, too, is “part of a very well-funded, well-

organized landscape that dictates and slants the information they want us to have.” While there

have always been efforts to shape the information being given out by the media, it used to be that

news reporters would push back against organizations to ensure the public had the other side of

the story.

Beginning in the early 2000s, Attkisson noted a shift from efforts to simply shape information to

those that attempt to keep certain information from being reported at all. This was particularly

true among the pharmaceutical companies she was covering at that time. Attkisson described

“efforts by these large global PR Erms that have been hired by the pharmaceutical industry, by

government partners that work with the pharmaceutical industry, to keep the story from being

reported at all.”

Now, suppressing and censoring information that those in charge don’t want to be heard is really

common. Attkisson believes the practice really took off in 2015 to 2016, “with Donald Trump

proving to be a unique danger perceived by both Democrats and Republicans, and by that I mean

by the interests that support and pay for them to be in o[ce and make certain decisions.”

With a wild card in o[ce, a campaign was organized that exploited a media that was already

con\icted and less apt to report what was actually going on. “This all dovetailed together to

create this crazy information landscape we have today,” she said. Instead of journalists seeking

to uncover the truth, we have “writers seeking to spread whatever establishment scientists or

politicians want them to say, uncritically and at the expense, oftentimes, of accuracy.”

Now, instead of real journalists and reporters, the media is inEltrated with propagandists who

dictate what’s “fake news” and what’s not. Many believe that fake news is a product of Trump, but

Big Tech was brought into the campaign early on. A lobby campaign by behind-the-scenes

propagandists met with Facebook and said you’ve got to start censoring and “fact” checking

information, Attkisson said.

The term “fake news” was popularized after Trump was elected, but it actually got its start before

that — it was an invention of political activist website First Draft News, which is partially funded

by Google.

Inviting Propagandists Into the Newsroom

We’re in the midst of an information war where it’s di[cult to tell truth from Ection or lies.

Journalists are no longer the watchdogs; instead, they take information from obviously con\icted

sources and then try to convince the public to believe that particular viewpoint. Other information

that’s in con\ict is censored or “debunked.”

It’s an unusual time in history where efforts are even underway to manipulate the public to want

their information censored and appreciate third-party “fact”-checkers, which were introduced as

a tool to confuse and manipulate the public further.

Yet, when you only hear one side of the story, and you can’t access other information to the

contrary, it’s nearly impossible to uncover the truth — and that’s precisely the point. Is this all just

a matter of reporters not knowing how to think critically and ask the right questions, or believing

that they’re doing the right thing?

Attkisson states that it goes much deeper. A lot of propagandists have become part of the media,

and while there used to be a Erewall between reporters and the people they reported on, “that’s

long gone.” She says:

“We’ve not just invited them to inDuence what we report, but we’ve hired them, not just as

pundits and analysts but they are reporters. They are editorial presences within our

newsrooms. Now we are one and the same.

It’s hard to say that there’s a distinctive difference in many instances between the people

trying to get out a message and the messengers in the media who should be doing a

more independent job of reporting accurately.”

The COVID Misinformation Campaign

In early 2020, as the pandemic Erst started brewing, Attkisson talked to everyone she could,

including scientists with the government and outside the government. “Pretty quickly, I could see

that certain things that were being said publicly were bearing out as not true, and certain things

that other scientists were telling me privately rang true, and in hindsight have actually been

proven to be true.”

Early on, quite a few scientists she talked to were questioning the advice being given by

government scientists, including Dr. Anthony Fauci, director of the National Institute of Allergy

and Infectious Diseases and lead spokesperson for the president’s COVID response. She asked

them if they should say something and speak out about their concerns, but they all came back

with the same response:

“They said they dared not speak out for fear of being controversialized and for fear of

being called coronavirus deniers, because that phrase was starting to be used in the

media. And secondly, they feared contradicting Dr. Fauci, who they said had been kind of

lionized or canonized in the press for reasons that they couldn’t understand, because

they really didn’t think that his guidance that he was giving publicly was the right

guidance.”

Certainly, those scientists’ opinions deserved to be heard, but the fear of speaking out silenced

them. They feared losing their grants, as most grants for research are funded by the government.

If the government doesn’t like what you say or do, you can get Ered or never get a grant again,

ending your career and threatening your very livelihood.

“That started to strike me as, this is a really dangerous environment, when esteemed scientists

who have valuable information and opinions are afraid to give them, and instead we’re hearing a

party line that many of them disagree with but won’t say so,” Attkisson said.

She mentioned the controversial U.S. government funding of gain-of-function research in China,

and the notion that SARS-CoV-2 could have come from a Chinese laboratory — both were glaring

issues that no one would talk about.

“These are the kinds of things early on that were sort of a red \ag to me that says somebody’s

trying to shape the information,” she continued. “They’re using reporters to do it. Public health

Egures are involved in some instances and that makes me want to know what’s really behind it.”

‘Conspiracy Theory’ Was Devised by the CIA

The term “conspiracy theory” is now used to dismiss narratives that go against the grain.

According to Attkisson, this is intentional, as the term itself was devised by the CIA as a response

to theories about the assassination of JFK.

“It was shown in documents that there was a suggestion that agents go out and talk to reporters

about these things as conspiracy theories — and again, common sense should tell you, as it does

me, I’m married to a former law enforcement o[cial who has said to me many times, you know

the conspiracy theory phrase in its use doesn’t make sense. Nearly everything is a conspiracy.”

Anything that involves two or more people is technically a conspiracy, but now when people hear

the term, they’re conditioned to think it’s false. “That’s designed to pluck this little part of your

brain that says, ‘well that thing’s not true.’” When Attkisson hears the term, however, she thinks

that information may well be true. “If somebody’s trying to debunk it, it usually means a powerful

interest is behind it and it makes me want to go search for more information on that thing.”

The term “conspiracy theory” has lost meaning now because it’s used so much. “Debunked”,

“quackery” and “antivaccine” are all terms that are similarly being used as propaganda tools.

“There’s a whole cast of propaganda phrases that I’ve outlined that are cues. When you hear

them, they should make you think, ‘I need to End out more about it,’” Attkisson says.

Fact Checkers Pounce on Accurate BMJ Investigation

In another example of the lengths that fact-checkers will go to discredit a story — even if it’s true

— take an article published in the BMJ, titled, “COVID-19: Researchers blows the whistle on data

integrity issues in PEzer’s vaccine trial.”  Written by investigative journalist Paul D. Thacker, it

details a series of problems with laboratory management and quality control checks by PEzer

subcontractor Ventavia Research Group, which was testing PEzer’s COVID-19 vaccine.

According to a regional director formerly employed by Ventavia, she witnessed falsiEed data,

unblinded patients, inadequately trained vaccinators and lack of proper follow-up on adverse

events that were reported. After notifying Ventavia about her concerns, repeatedly, she made a

complaint to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration — and was Ered the same day.

Soon after Thacker’s investigative piece was published in BMJ, it was “fact checked” by a group

called Lead Stories, which referred to the investigation as a “hoax alert” in the related URL. Along

with “correcting” statements that Thacker did not make, Lead Stories disparaged the

investigation for “missing context,” but as investigative reporter Matt Taibbi explained, “‘Missing

context’ has become a term to disparage reporting that is true but inconvenient.”

Lead Stories took further issue with the BMJ investigation because it was shared by people such

as Dr. Robert Malone and Robert F. Kennedy, who themselves have been targeted by fake fact

checkers. Taibbi added:

“The real issue with Thacker’s piece is that it went viral and was retweeted by the wrong

people. As Lead Stories noted with marked disapproval, some of those sharers included

the likes of Dr. Robert Malone and Robert F. Kennedy. To them, this clearly showed that

the article was bad somehow, but the problem was, there was nothing to say the story

was untrue.”

Thacker also called the “fact check” against his BMJ investigation “insane,” telling Taibbi:

“Here’s what they do. They’re not fact checking facts. What they’re doing is checking

narratives. They can’t say that your facts are wrong, so it’s like, ‘Aha, there’s no context.’

Or, ‘It’s misleading.’ But that’s not a fact check. You just don’t like the story.”

Reality Is Being Altered in Real Time

As it stands, information is being changed in real time to meet the common agenda. This

includes deEnitions in dictionaries and on o[cial government websites. Examples of deEnitions

that have been changed recently include those for pandemic, herd immunity, vaccines and anti-

vaxxer. Attkisson reiterates:

“Virtually every form of information and sourcing that can be co-opted has been. That

includes the dictionary deTnitions; that includes everything because these are important

ways to inDuence thought. Language is very powerful. People don’t want to be aWliated

with certain names and labels.

It reminds me of ‘1984,’ the George Orwell story about the futuristic society, under which

history was being rewritten in real time to jive with the version that the government

wanted or the party wanted it to be. DeTnitions now are being rewritten and changed in

real time to Tt with the vision that the establishment wants people to think.”

For now, you can still use the Internet Archive, commonly known as Archive.org and IA, as a

historical archive. In addition to digitally hosting more than 1.4 million books and other

documents, Archive.org acts as a historical vault for the Internet, preserving cached versions of

websites that are no longer accessible to the public.

Archive.org’s Wayback machine preserves digital information that has been removed or deleted,

whether intentionally or for other reasons, but it, too, could one day disappear. Attkisson says:

“It’s been a fascinating way to prove the effort to change our perception of how things are

and the reality and what we thought we remembered from the other day, because all we

really have now is the electronic record, by and large, and if that can be manipulated,

there could be a time when — if they get rid of the Wayback machine, for example — that

we can’t ever prove that anything was any different.”

Attkisson is maintaining a running list of things the media or public policy got wrong during the

pandemic, which can still be veriEed using the Wayback machine, but which were not

acknowledged for being wrong or corrected by the press. They include:

Claims that the lab theory about the release of coronavirus had been debunked, when it had

not been debunked

Public health o[cials saying masks don’t work, and then saying masks do work

Fauci testifying to congress that the death rate for coronavirus was 10 times worse than the

\u, yet Attkisson found a published article by Fauci where he said the opposite, that “the

overall clinical consequences of COVID-19 may ultimately be more akin to those of a severe

seasonal in\uenza”

It was wrong to send infected people from hospitals to nursing homes

It was wrong to isolate at home and close down parks and beaches; early data from New York

City showed the vast majority of people hospitalized with coronavirus had been isolated at

home, while people outside were not getting sick

It was wrong to tell people to wash their groceries off to prevent COVID-19

It was wrong to say COVID-19 shots prevented infection and transmission, and that the shots

prevented 100% of hospitalizations and deaths

It was wrong to not focus more on therapeutics prior to shots and also post-shots

You Can Be Controlled if You Live Inside the Box

Attkisson references a whole generation of people who live inside the box, meaning the internet.

Those who rely solely on the internet for their information are at serious risk of being controlled.

She explains:

“They didn’t know a time when information was to be gathered elsewhere by looking

around and seeing what you hear, and seeing what you saw, and talking to people around

you and looking at books and research and so on.

And the people that want to control the information understand that if they can only

control really a few basic sources — we’re talking about Google, Twitter, Facebook and

Wikipedia — they’ve got a lock on information, because we’ve all been funneled to those

few sources, and that’s been the goal.

So if you think of it that way, there’s a whole lot of people that get pretty much everything

they know through the internet. And the goal of the people trying to make the narrative is

to make people live online and to think that’s reality.”

The danger of this is that the internet paints a picture that’s different from reality. You may read

something that doesn’t sound quite right, or that you don’t agree with, but the internet makes you

feel like you’re in the minority — even if you’re really not.

“Understand that you may actually be in the majority,” Attkisson says, “… but the goal of what they

do online is to make you think you’re an outlier when you’re not, to make you afraid to talk about

your viewpoint or what you think, because you may actually be the majority opinion but they want

to control that and make you think you’re the one who’s crazy.” The solution? Live outside the

box:

“You can be made to believe that — if you live in the box. So, I’m constantly telling people

live outside the box. Yes, you can get information there and do what you do online, but

certainly trust your cognitive dissonance, talk to the people around you. If you travel, talk

to the people in the places you go. You’ll get a whole different picture, as I do, of what’s

really happening out here than if you look online.”

The Truth Finds a Way To Be Told

While there are powerful forces at play to control information, all is not lost. Attkisson is aware of

three entities that are actively working on a solution, which include:

1. Investors who want to invest in independent news organizations

2. Technical people trying to invent platforms that can’t be controlled and deplatformed by Big

Tech

3. Journalists who want to work or contribute to these efforts

Outlets like Substack newsletters and the video platforms Rumble, Bitchute and Odysee, which

don’t censor videos for ideological reasons, are actively getting around the censorship of Big

Tech, and Attkisson believes that these efforts will accelerate in the next couple of years.

Further, she says, “The propagandists may have overplayed their hand by being so heavy-handed

and obvious about the control of information and the censorship. It’s no longer deniable. Even

people who want their information curated, they can’t always be happy with the notion that they’re

not going to be able to get the full story, or that they’re only getting one side of something.”

Ultimately, she adds, “I think the truth Ends a way to be told … it may take some time and there

may be a lot of people that don’t want the truth out, but we inherently as humans seek it.”  On a

personal level, you can go a long way toward Ending the truth by following your own common

sense and reason, and Attkisson agrees.

“I always say, do your own research, make up your own mind, think for yourself. Trust your

cognitive dissonance, use your common sense. You’re going to be right more often than you

think, but open up your mind, read a lot, think a lot and don’t buy into the prevailing narrative at

face value.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored

Library has Enally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again

able to share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to

access my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com

before anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on

Substack.
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Fact-checking is one part of the campaign to control what you see online, and therefore what you think and how you perceive reality&

Investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson explains how virtually everything you see and hear online has been co-opted, or taken over to serve

a greater agenda

&

Instead of real journalists and reporters, the media is inEltrated with propagandists who dictate what’s “fake news” and what’s not&

The public is being manipulated to want their information censored by third-party “fact”-checkers, which were introduced as a tool to

confuse and control the public further

&

“Conspiracy theory”, “debunked”, “quackery” and “antivaccine” are examples of terms that are being used as propaganda tools; if you hear

them, it should make you dig deeper for the truth

&

Those who rely solely on the internet for their information are at serious risk of being controlled; you can Eght back by doing your own

research, trusting your cognitive dissonance and using your common sense
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We need independent platforms and journalists like Sharyl Attkisson who also had a great initiative to bring to light what the FDA and

CDC are hiding about the real risks of the vaccine. Investigative journalist Sharyl Attkisson is recording all known cases of Covid-19

“vaccine” injuries and deaths in an updated list on her website.

sharylattkisson.com/2021/09/exclusive-summary-covid-19-vaccine-concern..  (01/20/2022) DHS: HERE IS A LIST OF TOP COVID

MISINFORMATION SPREADERS YOU SHOULD INVESTIGATE ASAP DHS is now going after COVID misinformation spreaders

considering them terrorist threats. Here's my list of people I think they should be investigating.

stevekirsch.substack.com/p/dhs-here-is-a-list-of-top-covid-misinformat..  (02/08/2022)

In the deep state many forces emerge that imprint the current tyranny of information. We have true lovers of power and money among

the leaders and the structure of BigPharma, the institutional entities, the information media moved by the strings of big capital. They

are psychopaths who wreak havoc on innocent lives by uncaring, selEsh, irresponsible criminal parasites and elected o[cials who lie to

their constituents, trade political favors for campaign contributions, turn a blind eye to the wishes of citizens, electorate, bilking

taxpayers out of hard-earned dollars, favoring the corporate elite, entrenching the military industrial complex, and giving little thought to

the impact their thoughtless actions and hastily passed legislation could have on defenseless citizens. It is the historical tradition of the

multimillionaire families that run Davos and the new world order, through the control of information, the global Enancial systems, the

absorption of all monopolies and companies and, ultimately, they seek to indoctrinate humanity and own of private property.
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It will be the sense of conscious responsibility that drives life in freedom. We cannot bear the humiliation of totalitarianism, but

we are suffering a gradual loss of political sovereignty and freedom. The path must be CRITICAL THINKING against corrupt

powers. It is in us that the stimuli, manipulators of information, that seek to lead people into false beliefs and direct them along

the path of false promises and the loss of true health, are Eltered through critical thinking, which promotes encounter with the

truth, self-esteem, true personal integration, far from the manipulation submitted to the mass man.
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Hi, Gui. On the side of truth and justice; I have a feeling that the oligarchs are about to cave in to the demands of the Freedom

Convoy and its millions of supporters. Of course; they will tell us that it was "their" decision and has absolutely had nothing to do

with the truckers - FAKE NEWS! They are already admitting their failure (partially) and are now saying that they are going to treat

this virus the same as the yearly \u (their contingency plan all along); due to the fact that this psyops (my word - which many

'real' doctors and scientist are now agreeing with) has gone on for two years now and people are sick and tired of it. All they're

doing is damage control; and trying to 'save face'! Go truckers! They're not as "dumb" as many people would think! Actually; it

makes perfect sense; as a big reason for doing what they do, is because they love the FREEDOM!
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Gui, this distortion of information has been going on forever, and with Dr Science in particular for over three decades. The proof?

If he had been properly investigated, reported on, he would have been thrown out on his ear thirty years ago. Big Tech has thrown

fuel on a dangerous Ere & the whole Predator Tribe has found enormous dangerous tools to in\uence what people think or

believe beyond their wildest power play dreams in years gone by. One wonders though if at some point, if we're not already there,

if the games the Predator$ dictate will get turned on them, just as the initial exposure to the net was presented to us to suck us

all in, will the Tech Giants take over them?
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Hi Gui, Randy, Steve and everyone: This very recent interview by Willem Engel - in the Netherlands - about the HowBad (is my

batch) group, sheds new light on what we may have been seeing for the past year. This half-hour interview has some interesting

"they knew" about serious \aws before they rolled anything out - "Willem Engel with Alexandra Latypova about howbad.info" -

www.bitchute.com/.../DPPrZRQm9UWM  - No way shots could ever be safe, serious manufacturing concerns were never

addressed.
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Yes, Randy, the Freedom Convoy has become a popular claim throughout the world and even the least alert minds are waking up

to the deception of this false pandemic. FREEDOM CONVOY AWAKENS PATRIOT PROTESTS AROUND THE WORLD!!!

rumble.com/vubltg-freedom-convoy-awakens-patriot-protests-around-the-w..  (07/02/2022) Additionally, law enforcement in

Canada is reportedly breaking the law, ironically, by interfering with the Freedom Convoy. The Justice Center for Constitutional

Freedoms has warned that Ottawa police are breaking the law by trying to intimidate or arrest people for bringing food and other

supplies to truckers and their supporters who are peacefully exercising their rights and freedoms under the Charter. Nicholas

Wansbutter, a lawyer retained by the Justice Center to represent the Freedom Convoy, called out Ottawa Police for tweeting this

illicit threat, which violates Canada's Charter provisions.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/ottawa-police-ban-on-bringing-supplies-to-fr..  (07/02/2022)
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Morning Gui! We need those willing to speak out and I praise every brave person on here who speaks out against this narrative.

The industry we Eght against is ruthless. Taking out prominent anti-vxrs, having them die from covid - any of us smell a rat with

that? For an illness that has a 99.8% chance of survival, sure seems odd how many outspoken younger anti-vx folks died from it.

I'm not buying it.  But that's how they play - DIRTY. They play dirty and have billions at their disposal - their thugs are everywhere

and willing to do the dirty work of the puppet string holders.

No scruples. Especially within the stupid mainstream media.  How do you Eght against that kind of evil? I think we're doing it by

standing Erm.  Those who take action are risking so much to do so (like the truckers! Go truckers!) .. these assclowns like

Gofundme - I will never NEVER support them. We are a world divided now, I hope we are the moral majority. There are many

standing for the vax, but aren't they very outspoken? Seems the majority are usually quiet.

I have to wonder - and hope - that we are stronger than we know. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7827936  this article was

sensibly written - unlike most of what we are hearing! "We should monitor the long-term consequences of these vaccines

carefully, especially when they are administered to otherwise healthy individuals. Further investigations on the effects of the

SARS-CoV-2 spike protein on human cells and appropriate experimental animal models are warranted." Sooooo - are they doing

it? Or are they throwing out anything that obliterates their safe and effective narrative?
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui-Here's a story that just came out about a lady who died from an allergic reaction to the vaccine. No doubt we will be hearing

more and more stories like this in the near future. It's about time!

www.yahoo.com/news/kansas-woman-jeanie-evans-died-114510696.html  The jabs are given by people who don't have a clue

on your medical history and any medications you take to check for drug interactions or allergic reactions whether known or

unknown. The dose is always the same for adults whether you are 300 lbs or a thin 100 lbs adult but kids get a smaller dose even

if they are obese.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just, the globalist elite dominates thought and controlled humanity, but time always tells the truth because there will always

be independent media and journalists who will end up giving light to minds by clarifying the labyrinth of news of partisan interest.

The greatest fear is a new world order of loss of rights and freedoms, the economic crisis, poverty, the increase in inequalities

and a possible compulsory vaccination. Fear of discovering that the scaffolding of the civilization that is being forged is a house

of cards.

Science true science has been obscured by great fortunes. It was Rockefeller with his money who fought against Natural

Medicine. That the institutions receive donations from important foundations such as Rockefeller, Gates, Ford and MacArthur, is

compromising the informative truth because they act as controllers of alternative and critical voices that challenge the forces of

globalization. The fact checks will come from a variety of major outlets, including FactCheck.org, Politifact, the Associated

Press, and the Washington Post, which will obviously be rigged.

It is also part of the domain of covert government agencies, which seek to deceive and further their agendas. Those responsible

for this situation meet in Davos to continue with the strategies of disinformation and manipulation. All this is part of a

psychological strategy to convince people of the goodness of vaccines as a preliminary step to the mental domination of people

on their way to the Great Reset.
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Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

fvtomach, Pay close attention to this wording: they do not let anyone off the hook for allergies. Apparently what people are being

told is to TAKE the shot Erst, and if they have a bad reaction, then they are not supposed to take another one. Backwards, upside

down and highly unsafe reasoning. Hippocratic oath anyone? Precisely one major reason these are called KILL/CLOT SHOTS.

More details along these lines are in articles on the CHD website.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks ROSE, add de RUMBE. WILLEM ENGEL INTERVIEWS SASHA LATYPOVA ABOUT TOXICITY OF EXPERIMENTAL MRNA

INJECTIONS rumble.com/vucw77-willem-engel-interviews-sasha-latypova-about-toxicit..  (08/02/2022)
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Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thanks Tracy, the article is interesting exposing the possible dangers of the Covid vaccine. It seems that they are looking for

encounters with what is really happening. Independent doctors and researchers are providing the truth of the science with

immune system damage, ADE, DNA damage, premature aging, cancers, plus Sharyl Attkisson's collection of vaccine damage.

Yes, “the spike protein is PRODUCING the exact same symptoms of the very disease it is supposed to protect people from,

including the cytokine storm.” Showing more damage from “vaccines”: While normal, healthy people can repair DNA damage

caused by low levels of ionizing radiation exposure, vaccinated people can barely make the repairs.

“NHEJ repair and homologous recombination (HR) repair are two major DNA repair pathways that not only continuously monitor

and ensure genome integrity but are also vital for adaptive immune cell functions,” the study explains about one such DNA repair

component that is negatively impacted by the presence of spike proteins. Cancer rates will skyrocket among those vaccinated,

and when they do die, deaths may be attributed to cancer rather than vaccines. It is very unlikely that vaccinated people who do

not die from their cancers will be able to produce viable offspring due to DNA damage in the sperm and eggs.

We are facing a new generation of young people with cancer and childhood diseases, We are in the degeneration of the human

race.  www.brighteon.com/fef16093-6fd9-43a1-a5cb-cdecb4c63e64  (Nov 19, 2021) www.mdpi.com/.../htm  BRITISH CHILDREN

UP TO 52 TIMES MORE LIKELY TO DIE FOLLOWING A COVID SHOT: GOV’T REPORT

www.lifesitenews.com/news/children-in-britain-up-to-52-times-more-like..  (02/02 /2022)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thank you fvtomasch. This article by Dr. Malone is from today. Very clarifying: A HEALTH PUBLIC POLICY NIGHTMARE Vaccine

spike antigen and mRNA persist for two months in lymph node germinal centers... protein production of spike is higher than

those of severely ill COVID-19 patients! The hidden highlight (lede) buried in this peer reviewed paper is that protein production

of spike in people vaccinated with the Moderna or PEzer vaccine is higher than those of severely ill COVID-19 patients! A person

might ask, “How could that be?” In order to understand this, we must carefully analyze what the study shows. This study asserts

that the mRNA and the spike protein produced persists for weeks in lymph node germinal centers in human patients. Having

worked with mRNA for decades, I can attest that this is highly unusual.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../a-health-public-policy-nightmare (02/08/2022)
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dividingcricker
Joined On 2/25/2012 10:40:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes very worth watching ......what would happen .....If every shopper hit their horn alarm .....or Efty went to a school parking lot

and did that to city hall ......
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is worth a listen. If you are short of time, start at 19:24. (Also watch the intro?) GRAND JURY / DAY 1 (English)

odysee.com/.../Grand-Jury-1-EN:0  The jury of public opinion...
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Keep children out of public schools... Woke School Forces Masked Kindergarteners to March While Chanting Blаck Lives Mаtter

(VIDEO)  freedomheadlines.com/freedom-wire/woke-school-forces-masked-kindergart..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Rose & Gui, thanks for this very important link, rumble.com/vucw77-willem-engel-interviews-sasha-latypova-about-toxicit..  So

much variability in vax batches. An eye opener when William & Sahsha say "As the e[cacy rises, the risk also rises". She is

sending a letter to 140 individuals involved with the batches hoping a few whistle blowers come forward. The lower level folks

will be blamed for irregularities and thrown under the bus. They are going to need a giant bus, the size of the Golden Gate bridge

to accommodate all being tossed under.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Whatever happened to people minding their own business, respecting boundaries and not interfering in other people's lives?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Almond, people have lost much of their identity because those who run this world with the powerful means of information and

veriEcation inject not only the "vaccines" but also lies and confusion that the human mind transforms into negativity and loss of

ethical values and morals. The strong in spirit will continue to Eght for freedom that is being undermined on all fronts. TWITTER

BANS FREEDOM CONVOY ACCOUNT, OTTAWA POLICE SEIZE TRUCKERS’ DIESEL FUEL As police escalate pressure on the

Freedom Convoy of truckers protesting Canada's COVID vaccine mandates and Twitter bans the group's account, public support

for the protesters continues to grow. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/twitter-bans-freedom-convoy-ottawa..  (08/02/2022)
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond, well said. Small minded gossip. Maybe people are bored and need better things to do. Creativity abhors a vaccuum, will

seek a channel. Give small minded, nasty, hen pecking gossip hens something positive to do. Maybe they might even respect

themselves more for it. Sheesh!
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"What happened?" You asked, Almond. What happened is that distortion of Truth is what advertising is all about. And advertising

is there because it's the way to make money. And we all know that this plandemic and other conspiracies are oriented in shifting

more money (and Power) into the hands of those who know how to distort the truth. See my post below for more. It used to be

that theft was implemented via robbery, burglary and embezzlement, but now because of quickly produced mass media, powerful

people have discovered theft can be accomplished via the written word.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Predator$ know no boundaries, boundaries are for the little people.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think that went out of style in the 1960s. Now there are only 2 kinds of people. Those that want to be left alone and those that

won't leave anyone alone.
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's like if you have a manager at work who is always trying to improve things or "change" things and they interfere with people's

work and no one can get away from them and they drive everybody crazy! And then you have another type of manager who even

if you have a big problem and need them they are nowhere to be found! You deEnitely want that second type of manager! This

Covid time has brought out a lot of societies monitoring managers!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

swabie and all.... Have you noticed since covid, you can never reach a knowledgeable person by phone anymore? It seems tey

are alwasy in zoom meetings. i tis not only people out sick, but the burden of bureaucracy that prevents people from actually

having time to work, contact customers and get the job done. We are being prepared for an age of standardization and

automation. Fewer employees. Less actual cash changing hands. greater conformity demands and surveillance.  Driverless

trucks, automated fast food without employees, self-checkouts, drone deliveries, everything purchased online from big business,

less chances to actually try on clothing before you buy (changing rooms), cashless payments.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brian... Unfortunately, many of the latter are politicians. If only they were the former and also wanted to leave you alone.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Half the world is composed of idiots, and the other half clever enough to take indecent advantage of them.” — Walter Kerr  There

are two different types of people in the world, those who want to know, and those who want to believe. - Friedrich Wilhelm

Nietzsche Arrogance of Ignorance There are three classes of people: those who see, those who see when they are shown, those

who do not see. Leonardo da Vinci Globalist controlled politics consists of three groups ww: The people in the know who want to

be left the èff alone, the globalist supporting/supported minions who won't leave them the èff alone and the indifferent/oblivious

sheep.

(The Truckers ww are mansplaining the physics to the multi-letter globalist supporting/supported minions in real time, right here,

right now... and the sheep are wilfully (or ignorantly, unfortunately) oblivious to the cull per usual. The most humane cull is where

the oblivious victims/magical thinkers don`t ever realize that they are being killed/culled... and they End themselves

surprisingly/suddenly (hopefully;) facing those "pearly gates" and the holy goat(s).
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Robert and all... Think and plan ahead. The globalists are so overconEdent that they are revealing their plans. "You will own

nothing." Biden continues to work on g-u-n- conEscation--this very week. Trudeau is absent refusing to listen to truckers, even

though a few provinces have reversed their mandates (useless if parliament eventually overrules them). There is already an

attempt to limit cash withdrawals, without tracing, to $600. Have you seen stores that only accept credit/debit cards due to covid

or say they will not refund change due to coin shortages? The currency is being called in and destroyed. Your currency will

become useless or no longer circulate.

Govt has previously conEscated gold and will likely do so again. We will either see another wave of disease or some other "crisis"

as an excuse for a cashless society to lead us into a debased digital currency with 24/7 surveillance. Then, if you do not possess

the multi-use passport containing your U-T-D medical records, driver's license, passport and other documents, you will not be

allowed to travel, receive medical care, receive education or apprenticeship, buy/sell. Prob also enroll in education, work for

someone else, etc. Many employees will become considered useless eaters as we have driverless trucks and automated food

service. All life standardized.

The way you will be separated from all systems is by conEscating what you own if you are unable to pay taxes. BTW, being

"fully-vaxinated" will consist of whatever new deEnition is imposed at any time. I could prob buy stock in Enancial technology but

do not consider this an honorable action. Besides, how would I access by gains if unvaxed with no ID passport? I see wisdom in

remaining outside the system. At my age, I hope to avoid going on a prolonged hike... it would be hard on these old bones. BTW,

doctors will eventually be a dime a dozen. (Think that through.) However, you cannot trust those who have sold their souls to the

globalists.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM
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Here's a fact that MSM doesn't tell anyone. Over 80% of the hospitalized covid-19 patients in Israel are fully vaccinated. This is coming

straight from a hospital administrator's mouth: www.israelnationalnews.com/.../321674  It's not hard to Egure out that the "JABS" not

only do not work, but they increase infectivity rates. There aren't many unvaccinated countries to use as a comparison, but Haiti comes

very close at less than 1% vaccinated. Here's a link that provides all vaccination statuses of all countries:

www.cnn.com/.../global-covid-vaccinations  (sorry for the CNN link). Haiti has a population of 11.6M, and their Covid-19 infectious rate

is 2,566 per Million.

Their death rate is 69 per Million. Their total deaths from Covid-19 is 806. That nearly puts Haiti dead last in all statistics. Israel, on the

other hand is approximately 70% vaccinated and are on their 4th jab as we speak. They were closer to 90%, but they changed their "fully

vaccinated" status to a 4th jab 6 months after the 3rd. Their Covid-19 cases-per-million is 348,212. Their Covid-19 death rate is 989 per

million. That puts Israel in 8th place overall for Cases-Per-Million. Haiti is 2nd from the last. You can't make this up. How can 99% of the

world not see this and conclude the jabs are CAUSING the pandemic to continue on indeEnitely!!
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Right?!!! So when I look at this scenario in the US - who do we have to thank for all these deaths? Fauci. Failure Fauci. And yet we

keep this antiquated version of evil inside the NIH. Wth?
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And broadcast live the statements of Dr. Reiner Fuellmich Grand Jury Trial - Covid Vaccine Crimes Against Humanity -

Nuremberg 2.0. In RUMBE are updates on the Dr. Reiner Fuellmich Grand Jury Trial - Covid Vaccine Crimes Against Humanity -

Nuremberg 2.0 OPENING SESSION OF THE GRAND JURY PROCEEDING BY THE PEOPLES' COURT OF PUBLIC OPINION

rumble.com/vuclbk-opening-session-of-the-grand-jury-proceeding-by-the-..  (07/02/2022) REINER FUELLMICH: SESSION 85:

DATA PROVES JAB MAKERS EXPERIMENTED W/ BATCHES TO KILL & MAIM.

rumble.com/vucpnx-attorney-reiner-fuellmich-data-proves-jab-makers-exp..  (08/02/2022).

Vaccinated people now make up the majority of Wuhan coronavirus cases and deaths in New South Wales. The latest Australian

state COVID surveillance report showed a record rise in cases since omicron arrived late last year, with the majority of cases

overwhelmingly linked to those vaccinated. www.lifesitenews.com/news/vaccinated-people-are-majority-of-covid-case..

 (02/02/2’22) Child deaths have risen in the UK since it began vaccinating adolescents aged 12 and over against COVID-19, The

news is particularly discouraging considering that healthy children and adolescents are at such low risk of becoming ill with

coronavirus.

The UK O[ce for National Statistics shows that the number of deaths between week 38 and week 41 of 2021 among children

aged 10 to 14 was 62% higher than the Eve-year average for the number of deaths in this age. group during the same period. In

addition, the increase in deaths began when children began receiving the experimental "vaccine".

rairfoundation.com/great-britain-excess-mortality-among-children-after..
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Thanks Gui! Here is another alarmingly large number. An Indiana Life Insurance CEO claims that Life-Insurance-Claims have gone

up 40% for those between the age of 18 and 64: www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-life-insurance-ceo-says-deaths..  A

10% increase constitutes a major life ending event is taking place. We are up 4 times that amount!
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Lovestosing, it goes WAY beyond evil. Haiti stands out because they were one of the few countries to push back against the

USA’s vaccine campaign and say NO to PEzer! Shortly afterwards the president of Haiti was assassinated by a doctor from

Florida! www.nytimes.com/2021/07/11/world/haiti-arrests-\orida-doctor-moise.ht..  Nearly a year after his assassination, Haiti

has faired better than 99% of the other countries concerning Covid-19. Our government knew this would happen if any country

decided not to participate in this SCAMDEMIC!
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swabiengmail.com
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Yes it is Wild that throughout all of this the scorecard that they show in the New York Times everyday (of all places!) repeatedly

Bears this out. For all of their one-sided propaganda even a 5 year old could look at their graph of the world and see that all of the

countries painted black because of high vaccination rates are also painted black with high infections and misery and death! How

much more stupid can people actually be!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PEzer's conEdential document has conErmed that the company's COVID vaccine causes potentiated vaccine-associated disease

(VAED). VAED occurs when a vaccinated person develops a more severe case of the disease after being exposed to the virus that

the vaccine is supposed to defend against. The company's report also includes a section that discusses the potential risk of

people developing vaccine-associated enhanced respiratory disease (VAERD). Similar to VAED, VAERD occurs when a vaccinated

person develops a more severe form of respiratory illness compared to what would have happened if the person contracted the

illness while not yet vaccinated. dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/03/pEzer-admits-covid-vaccine-causes-ade/  (02/03/2022)
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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https://youtu.be/YGMnh0eMyEU   media lying & a posted comment "People around the country are shocked to learn Joe Rogan has

been drinking the very same substance horses drink when they are thirsty. That's right, folks, you heard it here Erst: Joe Rogan has been

drinking water. The very same water all livestock drink. Very, very strange, if you ask us". Apparently the Ivermectin smear campaign

isn't taking a deep enough root so now the Rogan smear is adding on he is a racist.  https://youtu.be/skcLsow4lYo  Also, keep in mind

when this super pac is being explained remember Dark Money can gather funds from all over and in secret & how PEzer can run

nonstop commercials, sponsor nearly every new outlet we got, & the free commercials PEzer & Big Pharma are getting in the 24-hour

news & entertainment cycles.

Yet when it comes the Truckers, Gofundme wants to decide who you can donate to, & attempts to put it somewhere else.

https://youtu.be/yR6xX6aCfzY   Then we have this no matter who you are, Russel Brand, Joe Rogan, Jimmy Dore so many more in a

growing list who if they dare speak out about Fauci, Gates, Legacy Media, Big Pharma, the Jab/s & it's side effects, neglected

treatments, the get labeled Radical Far Right Wing, Bible Thumpers, Wing Nuts.

Russel Brand - https://youtu.be/h4e8lSQy64c    & Rogan is a "Lefty" https://youtu.be/kAkLBNRNkOo  Point is, the numbers & who sees

what is going on is bigger than we're told & cover a larger spectrum than Predator$ would want you to believe. Predator$ are losing the

narrative when we no matter what one identiEes with can work together to make things happen in those places we agree. Solidarity -

Unite & Conquer, Keep on Trucking!
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Yes, Just, we can also specify and deEne the owners of the planet Earth, which controls the submission of humanity, as reported

by Dr. Mercola. After being de-platformed off all the social media, on October 25, 2021 Dr. Zev Zelenko boldly exposes “the

demons” behind this the eugenics depopulation agenda: Vanguard and Black Rock are stakeholders across industry, media,

academia and politics. Vanguard and Black Rock invest in each other through something called circular ownership, they are a

monopoly that owns everything.

The main stakeholders of this monopoly are perfectly described in the link: www.globalresearch.ca/.../5761565  (November 16,

2021) As you say comedian and podcast personality Joe Rogan tested "positive" for the Wuhan coronavirus and successfully

overcame it by doing the exact opposite of what Tony Fauci and the fascist doctors tell everyone to do. Instead of

double-masking and rolling up his sleeves for an endless series of "Operation Warp Speed" shots, Rogan took ivermectin, was

given a vitamin drip, and received an infusion of monoclonal antibodies. Now, he says he feels "great."

www.foxnews.com/entertainment/joe-rogan-contracted-coronavirus-treatin..  

Also Joe Rogan accused Google of covering up information on vaccine-related deaths, saying he could only End legitimate

articles on the subject when he used other search engines. I'm looking for very speciEc people and very speciEc cases, and I get

CDC websites, and articles about the misinformation attached to vaccines, and that vaccines are safe and effective, which for the

most part they are, just like peanuts are safe and effective for the most part.

summit.news/2021/10/19/video-joe-rogan-accuses-google-of-hiding-inform..
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Add as Friend  Send Message

You know - when it comes to who we are aligning ourselves with - I feel like it's the heroes... from Dr. Mercola on down to the last

holdout from getting the injection.  As more and more people speak out, don't you just want to smile?  I'm going to say Joe

Rogan's name again - because even with the smash job they're trying to do on him, it's not working. If anything, he's getting MORE

listeners. I love it when their BS backEres!
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see jobs advertised every day for ‘fact checkers’ hiring by the hundreds. QualiEcations? ‘Have you ever seen something you disagree

with?’ They will be watching everywhere waiting to send FBI to you door based on FJB new domestic terrorist initiative. I say one way to

beat em at this game is do same- inEltrate from within and start applying for these kinds of jobs
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Jim_Bo
Joined On 6/2/2014 8:27:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Dr. Mercola! You are the true Free Press of the USA and world. Lamestream media are bought and paid for shills spewing out

brainwashing propaganda. Thanks Top Posters for your thoughtful comments.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fact checkers aren’t the brightest crayons in the box. They’re getting paid for shaming and hiding the truth. Instead of being called fact

checkers, they should be called the deceivers
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or Fact Fakers!
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

During the 1960's here in the UK I discovered why our then Papers of Record; the Times & the Sunday Times, were considered THE

place to go for news. Wonderful journalism, carefully crafted by wise editors, and especially fun to read. Today, The Times and Sunday

Times are rubbish. I seriously doubt they employ a single fully professional journalist; they certainly do not employ any fully

professional editor any more. Once, their primary customer was the person who bought the paper; today, it is crystal clear; their

customer is a combination of two groups; their advertisers, and the now absolutely corrupt British Civil Service. A VERY sad state of

affairs here in the UK.
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yi2m4u
Joined On 11/27/2020 10:43:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is nothing new. Information, and the 'truth' in particular, has always been curated by media. In the UK we call it 'Spin', a term from

the inscrutable game of Cricket where the bowler spins the the ball in the air so as to deceive the batsman as to its direction of bounce

when it hits the ground. In the last couple of decades 'Spin' has been adopted as a derogatory term (along with "being economical with

the truth") for any attempt to put a certain interpretation on 'facts' either to cover up wrongdoing or to support an agenda (usually

political). Historically nearly everybody knew it was going on under the surface but ingrained English cynicism tended to Elter what it

heard and instictively arrived at a passable interpretation of 'Truth'.

What Sharyl Attkinsson is describing is a step beyond, and in the context of most people's societal reference points being destroyed

(work life, social life, travel, health status), there are real dangers for certain groups driEng into a totalitarian mind set to preserve their

own sense of identity and security. The only consolation we have is that there are a lot more people out there who sense something is

not right than the opinion creators imagine, and as the Powers will inevitably overplay their hand (Hubris WILL be their downfall) the

very tools they have used to bind people will rear up and bite them in the ***. After all, other than through physical coercion, we can only

be held captive if we give our assent to it.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, this is a great history on the meaning of "spin" and other synonyms. And thanks also for your conclusions. I think they

are spot-on. It just takes time for truth to be realized. Unfortunately it cannot be explained very easily in the ocean of

fact-checker distortions, however it does strike home when Enally it ruthlessly hits people in the face.
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My belief that many if not most of my friends and family whom I thought were critical thinkers has been thoroughly debunked. I fact

checked what they believe and its based on misinformation and totally without context.  They prefer propaganda to the truth.
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It makes me cringe a little to see "Fact-Checked" at the top of each of Dr. Mercola's articles. As is detailed so thoroughly in this very

article, that term has become nearly synonymous with "approved propaganda" now. Please consider using some other label to describe

the actual vetting/verifying of information that you do.
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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Agree!
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Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM
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Suggestions? How about "copy editor reviewed." Maybe "editor veriEed."
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https://youtu.be/LXO4shLRIvw    Trucker protests: Ottawa police plead for resources amid "heartbreaking" stories from city residents

February 7, 2022  My comment follows re the URL:  "Police Chief Sloly you are already on the record for breaking the law with illegal

search and seizure. You directed the fuel for truckers to be removed - when some of the Truckers have children and wives with them - is

your plan to freeze them out? That is against the Canadian Charter of Rights & Freedoms and the Geneva Convention. I suggest you and

the Police O[cers look at this video below, as well as loyal Canadians (there are many more of us than there are people like you, who

are disloyal to Canada).

We do have some excellent Police O[cers in Ottawa and you are not one of them. I want police o[cers to stand up for my human

rights, not ignore them. I have a copy of this comment retained should it be required as evidence in court. There is not one comment

here thus far endorsing your actions and I also have those copied.  https://youtu.be/8kjh02ylh4A   Brian Denison Address to Police

O[cers - Freedom Convoy, February 8, 2022. Police O[cers everywhere, please listen to Brian Denison. Denison was the Erst Canadian

Police O[cer (Calgary Police Services) to speak publicly about the illegal mandates. #freedomconvoy #calgarypolice #briandenison"
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Thanks Retsbew, it should be noted that law enforcement in Canada is reportedly breaking the law, ironically, by interfering with

the Freedom Convoy of truckers protesting Wuhan's new mandatory coronavirus "vaccination" policies (Covid -19) from Canada.

The Justice Center for Constitutional Freedoms has warned that Ottawa police are breaking the law by trying to intimidate or

arrest people for bringing food and other supplies to truckers and their supporters who are peacefully exercising their rights and
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arrest people for bringing food and other supplies to truckers and their supporters who are peacefully exercising their rights and

freedoms under the Charter. Nicholas Wansbutter, a lawyer retained by the Justice Center to represent the Freedom Convoy,

called out Ottawa Police for tweeting this illicit threat, which violates Canada's Charter provisions. “People who bring food, water,

gasoline or other supplies to peacefully protesting truckers are not breaking any law,” Wansbutter said. “There is no basis for this

police threat, that was issued by Twitter this morning.”

www.lifesitenews.com/news/ottawa-police-ban-on-bringing-supplies-to-fr..  (07/02/2022).

TWITTER BANS FREEDOM CONVOY ACCOUNT, OTTAWA POLICE SEIZE TRUCKERS’ DIESEL FUEL As police escalate pressure on

the Freedom Convoy of truckers protesting Canada’s COVID vaccine mandates and Twitter bans the group’s account, public

support for the protesters continues to grow. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/twitter-bans-freedom-convoy-ottawa..

 (02/08/2022)... CANADIAN GOVERNMENT FURIOUS AS TOW COMPANIES ANNOUNCE THEY REFUSE TO TOW FREEDOM

CONVOY TRUCKERS rumble.com/vuengn-canadian-government-furious-as-tow-companies-announc..  (02/08/2022).. FREEDOM

CONVOY AWAKENS PATRIOT PROTESTS AROUND THE WORLD!!!

rumble.com/vubltg-freedom-convoy-awakens-patriot-protests-around-the-w..  (02/07/2022)
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Police, judges, lawmakers, governors, etc must all be reminded that they too, have to obey all laws and that we Pay Them to

uphold, protect and defend the US Constitution (here in the USA, the sworn oath of o[ce) and similar oaths/statements in other

countries.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There can be no confusion here: www.canada.ca/content/dam/pch/documents/services/download-order-charte..
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew, you make a great trucker.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfast    thank you ! I'm very much enjoying that the Rights And Freedom Charter was signed by Trudy's other daddy.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canadian Freedom Convoy Truckers and Supporters need our support - the govt is using willful egregious dangerous tactics to

try and stop this peaceful protest Watch: Ottawa Police Ordered to Return Fuel - Returns Fuel Contaminated - Freedom Convoy

2022 https://youtu.be/G0ywbmqWPL0  Watch: Ottawa Police Posturing to take Children from Protesters - Freedom Convoy 2022

https://youtu.be/vwwOJrVDmgQ
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ottawa.ctvnews.ca/about-100-convoy-trucks-in-downtown-ottawa-have-chil..  ABOUT 100 CONVOY TRUCKS IN DOWNTOWN

OTTAWA HAVE CHILDREN LIVING INSIDE: POLICE February 8, 2022  Under the last image in this article above, titled "Related

Images" and then, further down, SHARE, there's a "General Feedback" option. If you click here, a small screen comes up and you

can comment. The journalists responsible, Michael Woods and Ted Raymond, come equipped with grandiose titles, (CTV News

Ottawa Digital Multi-Skilled Journalist) and contact buttons where you can also comment. The comments can be screened and

cherry picked by CTV News.

Nevertheless, you can really help the Freedom Convoy by voicing your opinions here. It doesn't matter if your comment isn't

published, management will feel the impact. You could demand a reply if so inclined.   It's ironic to me to see CTV (Cdn. TV)

doing this (now owned by Bell - a monopoly-type telephone provider. Scottish Canadian, Alexander Graham Bell, would not be

happy if he saw the costs of his invention now). I had a cell phone in Richmond, VA in 2000 that cost less than cell phones cost

here today. In the good old days my son and I were on a CTV television show titled, Just Like Mom. We scored 100% on my

guesses for my son's reaction to question, but I blew it on the bake-off.

Each child had to bake a "cake" and you had to guess which one was your child's. It was fun.  These Truckers, particularly those

from the west, Alberta, know and understand the cold possibly like no one you've ever known. It's so cold there, they keep the rigs

plugged in overnight with no switch offs. But Ottawa's climate is also brutal. Truckers will cope with it. The threat to contact

Children's Aid concerns me. I hope the convoy lawyers have it covered. I also hope they've considered wearing a wire to any

negotiations. They are negotiating for Canada and the world and it should be public information.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MaxDuncan, thank you for your post and welcome to Dr. Joe Mercola's website! I am re-posting it here because the eloquence

and Maple Leaf forever shines on through. "Clyde do Something is so typically Canadian." Love this!  Key point: the fuel returned

by the police is contaminated with water. So word of mouth will spread this like wildEre. We're really dealing with the elements

here, water, Ere...
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

blog.nomorefakenews.com/2022/02/08/paul-mccartney-and-howard-stern-two..  I think Jon Rappoport was the Erst to coin the phrase

with his 'No More Fake News' blog that he's had for ages. This was a good issue yesterday - Paul McCartney and Howard Stern - Two

more mental midgets.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Gui, you might enjoy these vids of the Freedom Convoy supporters and some may be out-of-towners because we have all

sorts of support.  https://youtu.be/4akq3OrJ_xc  This is funny and I had no idea it happened. Trudeau is toast.

https://youtu.be/7ly7xcd8Z3U  One guy Elled his Jerry can with apple juice and was drinking from it - I saw it in a clip from

another vid. These are the real Ottawa residents, not the prima donnas.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EXACTLY, Retsbew! Jon Rappoport has had that blog going for maybe 20 years and I've been getting daily email from him for

probably eight years. His whole point is, as an investigative journalist just like Attkisson, to point out the fake news, one issue at

a time. In fact for many years, he occasionally re\ects back on Attkisson's expose of crime by the medical MaEa.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Retsbew, you may want to read the various comments below that Jon Rappoport posting...thanks for your link!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it so laughable? As if! If McCartney doesn't know by now the jig is up, it might be time for him to hang up his guitar. As for

Stern - oh my gawd! Could Rappoport have nailed that any better? Ugly sticks glued together by semen. Perfection. See, what

they don't have is the grace of Joe Rogan. Joe dug in. Joe investigated. Joe brought on the inventor of mRNA tech. He brought

on doctors who are in the trenches. Joe's no fool.  McCartney and Stern - I'm gonna stand here and say something with nothing

to back me.  Who the heck would even want to give them a listen?  I'm going to make fun of you if you didn't get vaccinated - or

better yet, tell you you should be locked in your home and die. It's silly really. They think they're somebody. When really they're

nobody. Joe Rogan appreciates this - this is why he brings on people in the know.  Because he's not a narcissist who thinks

people will listen to him just because he's him.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew    Thank you for your close range reporting that I've been reading with what limited time I've had lately. The Paul is dead

enigma from over 50 years ago resurfaces anew. Rumors of The Tavistock Institute at times steering the hand of clandestine

messages imbedded in The Beatles songs makes one wonder whether indeed Billy Sheers took his place in 1966. And Jon R.'s

brilliant description nailed the depraved Stern, inside and out. I suspected years ago already he owed The Zionist's a favor or two.
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There has always been discrimination against TRUTH.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, pipblanc, but more than ever the situation of this false pandemic and the proposals of tyrannical control marked in Davos by

the globalist elites, it is necessary for people to know that the truth lies with independent scientists, which Dr. Mercola also

contemplates in the excellent daily reports. We need the heterodoxy of the great scientiEc defenders of true science. Scientists

who question the dominant paradigms that are built by elites based on a domain that only seek power and economic beneEt.
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mozo33
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Add as Friend  Send Message

a means to an end ...
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"First they laugh at you, then they Eght you, then you win" ---Mahatma Ghandi  "Let the dogs bark. They are barking at you

because you are riding" (your horse) . The truth is mightier than the sword. Let the light shine. And a little light, lights a great

darkness.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How Crisco toppled lard – and made Americans believers in industrial food.

news.yahoo.com/crisco-toppled-lard-made-americans-154832350.html
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Good article on Crisco, but it doesn’t go far enough. No mention of Smuckers buying the rights to Crisco from Proctor & Gamble

back in the 1990’s to be used in peanut butter productions. (Among other things)  No mention on the health issues caused by

hydrogenated oils either, like heart disease among others.  Just another cog in the wheel of a bastardized food supply designed

to purposely make people sick.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's been in place for DECADES now, & began w/ antichristian censoring& canceling in academia, the Humanist Society changing its

identity chameleon-like in the '30's from a religio-philosophical organization to a 'scientiEc' one. State religion of deceit,& dark politics

attending as always leads to tyranny: w/o exception& whether it's called 'free', 'capitalist' or 'non-capitalist': somebody still holds&

controls the capital, which, at its worst& most antichrist: includes YOU.  Once 'science' was relativized Gorbachev& the woo-crew had no

problem promoting crack pipes for minorities, or pumping dark drugs into resistant rural areas still attached to reality& truth for dark

money, self-sterilization self-canceling for the self-exulting but blind, or demonizing carbon: the substance all living things are made of

for a 'virtual'& unreal, but deEnitely 'alternative' way of absolute control by the gnostic masters, the few using truth to deny truth, to

control the many.

The goal is to lobotomize& utterly remove free will choice permitting salvation& real relationship w/ God. 2 Thess 2& ending at

Revelation 13-19: best to be up on these things from the unevolved word of God, free indeed, ready& watching,& to witness that

particular come-uppance age on the earth from heaven before returning w/ the King for the mop-up, the restored earth,& Enally the new

heavens& earth.

We are accountable. Jesus spoke these words to people who suffered tremendously, all but one of the leading disciples dying unnatural

deaths by martyrdom, & many since. Often at the hands of the self-righteous, Bible-ignoring or adding to-subtracting from, hypocritical

religious who live only for the here& now while giving lip service to the word,faith& service to God. As they did Jesus. Luke 21:36 Watch

ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before

the Son of man.
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I would like to point out that Archive.org is not free from interference. I was doing some research into the highly suspicious Notre Dame

Cathedral Ere in Paris a few years ago. At some point I had a pretty good lead which took me from one site to the next and just when I

thought I had found the proof of what I was looking for I was directed to this address:

web.archive.org/web/20190418032744/https://Elmssite.viewsurf.com/pari..   "Sorry. This URL has been excluded from the Wayback

Machine."  There you go.
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I never ever thought I'd be living in a pro-communist country that our USA has become. I'm old enough to remember freedom.
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Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://youtu.be/Y6D1yEBJJuU  HOW LOW CAN THEY STOOP - FEBRUARY 9, 2022 - 1 hour ago. These kids are well looked after by

their moms and the Truckers. It's the government that wants to starve and freeze them. When I was a Court Reporter & Clerk of courts

in southern Ontario, assigned to CAS trials, I never saw anything as obscene as this proposed Children's Aid involvement via people who

you would probably never want to trust to look after your kids. A message to the government: GET TO THE NEGOTIATING TABLE AND

STOP WITH THE DELAY.

www.canadianfrontlinenurses.ca     Frontline Nurses Canada. They stood with protestors in Washington, DC, early in this hoax

pandemic. The person in the URL below, I’m pretty sure, is Kristen Nagle, RN and you can read about her above. I’ve followed them since

the beginning. They’re not employed because they lost their jobs, but have supportive husbands and families. But 2 years of this is too

much.    https://youtu.be/rYMDi3HrrDg     CBC Workers In Ottawa "Must Watch" | IrnieracingNews February 9, 2022 - 8 hours ago. This is

Kirsten speaking to CBC (Cdn. Broadcasting Corp.) employees. I could not even estimate the vast numbers of Canadians who have no

respect for the CBC. The “news” is in your face designed to manipulate in order the terrify and inspire robotical behaviour. Please help

this go viral. Everyone needs to know. She’s gone through so much and these nurses stand fast for what they believe - truth in medicine

and care.
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I had a nice visit from a couple of FBI guys this morning at my house! It was all because of my latest email to Governor Baker of

Massachusetts expressing my hatred toward him and all government o[cials using colorful language replete with violent imagery! I

had just woken up and was getting ready to go out onto the porch to rip a nice bong hit when they started knocking! If they had arrived

Eve minutes later that would have been hilarious!

They were cool, they just needed to check me out that I was not in fact planning to assassinate the governor! As they read my email

back to me on my porch I was smiling ear-to-ear, and I told them I stand by every word of it, that in fact there was probably no language

that could properly express my revulsion toward the state, but in fact these are only words and in reality I am a non-violent person who

would only resort to violence if it were in the context of self-defense!

I did tell them that part of my use of language was in fact to test the waters to see if we still have free speech in this country. At that

point the lead agent said the funniest thing. He said that he personally agreed 100% with everything I wrote in my email, and while he

said that his partner nodded solemnly. We then spoke for a few minutes about all of the bullshit we have all had to endure for the last

two years!! They said they are going crazy because all they do now is drive around the state making sure that the people who email the

governor are not psychotic murderers!

We all agreed that things may in fact be easing up now from all of the ridiculous restrictions and mandate mania. After our little chat I

shook hands with them and told them that I loved them, if I had to do it over again I might have tried to give them hugs! I have often

wondered throughout all of this that if the state keeps pushing different versions of their Wannabe Totalitarianism then who will end up

being the enforcers on the ground? They will literally need Robocops!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

The CIA came up with the loaded term "conspiracy theory, or theorist" for anyone who doubted the 18 volumes of bovine scat, known as

the Warren Commission Report on the bloody cross Ere coup de'etat on the streets of Dallas Texas November 22 1963.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

PM Justin Trudeau Targets Severely Injured Canadian Veteran

www.change.org/p/pm-justin-trudeau-targets-severely-injured-canadian-v..  He noticed Enancial irregularities with some prescription

claims submitted by certain local Pharmacists to VAC for reimbursement. He reported these questionable claims immediately to VAC,

on multiple occasions. Senior VAC staff were not interested in taking action. "Sometimes we pay for stuff we shouldn't be paying for."

The O[ce of the Veterans Ombudsperson whitewashed their investigation in his opinion, and then denied him access to disclosure on

multiple requests. Governments in bed with big pharma Please read the full story and update and Sign this veterans petition
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM
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DHS National Terrorism Advisory System Bulletin - February 07 ...

www.dhs.gov/ntas/advisory/national-terrorism-advisory-system-bulletin-..
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nan5159
Joined On 6/2/2017 4:39:25 PM
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I agree with Attkisson that the censoring body has overplayed their hand. I’m giddy with hope that this brings the evil doings of big

pharma/govt./corporate to light. I tried to End a count of suicides, which is reportedly up, of younger people in relation to the number of

SSRI prescriptions for that group I could End to reference to that. But then of course suicides are touted to be up due to the prolonged

social restrictions due to the evil unvaccinated…..
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webprinter47uu1
Joined On 3/2/2021 8:56:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For starters,I am a retired owner & printer of Wholesale Commercial printing concern in the NYC metro area. After 36 successful &

prosperous years I have heard just about every line of garbage imaginable & survived. I know when I am being manipulated. With the

internet it is even easier because I treat the negative as a positive when reading certain sites. It's not so hard when you are a sceptic to

begin with & assume that whoever is telling me something is doing so for his purpose & not mine. When you search the web the Erst

few links are generally paid for. This tends to mean that the site has an idea it is willing to pay for which suggests it may not be a

legitimate opinion on it's face but a business deal like an advertisement. Certain sources like news wire services are propaganda

platforms & offer what they are paid to offer & not genuine opinions
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You got it! Anyone with half a brain can Egure this out. Keep doing what you're doing!
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

COPIED: Please take the TIME to read It's not my text, but because it's VERY IMPORTANT FOR US to know... I copied it to pass on to

you... .................... "It is not Trudeau's choice to step down or to attempt to stay. It is the decision of the World Economic Forum (WEF).

This is a critical decision which will affect the entire world. This is not a battle for just Canada, it is a battle for the World. This is the

Erst domino of corruption and if it falls, the entire plan of the WEF fails because all the corrupt dominos will fall if they are forced out of

power. Leaving them in power really is simply a short respite for the People.  Frankly, the WEF cannot afford for Trudeau to step down.

If he falls, Biden falls, Australia falls, New Zealand falls and all of Europe falls. Then the rest of the world joins in.  The sane world is

crazy not to make Ottawa the hill they will die on and not give in. It is an opportunity unexpected. Probably an opportunity that will not

come again. The Truckers are truly the People's Army.  Where else could you quickly assemble such a strong, younger Army to possibly

confront the Globalist Tyranny Army? It is an Army everyone else can join and get behind. Half the Globalist Tyranny Army will desert

them and join the Truckers if they appear to succeed in Ottawa.  Truckers can win this but it will take support from everyone.

There is a window of opportunity that will not stay open forever. Time is not on our side.  The WEF is not going to go without a Eght or

without having great fear that they will be smashed by this world-wide movement. Even then the WEF members will be sorely afraid of

ending up like Mussolini hanging in the Milan Square and will Eght to avoid that.  I think people greatly underestimate the overall

importance of Ottawa and underestimate the di[culty of overcoming Trudeau. He and the WEF simply cannot afford to lose. I fear also

that the People of the world cannot afford to lose in Ottawa.
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Truckers can win this but it will take support from everyone. There is a window of opportunity that will not stay open forever.

Time is not on our side.  The WEF is not going to go without a Eght or without having great fear that they will be smashed by this

world-wide movement. Even then the WEF members will be sorely afraid of ending up like Mussolini hanging in the Milan Square

and will Eght to avoid that.  I think people greatly underestimate the overall importance of Ottawa and underestimate the

di[culty of overcoming Trudeau.

He and the WEF simply cannot afford to lose. I fear also that the People of the world cannot afford to lose in Ottawa. It will likely

be the People's last battle if they lose Ottawa. I do not agree that this is only about a non-violent confrontation. I don't think the

WEF will fold because of a lengthy non-violent protest of a few thousand truckers. They have been working on this tyranny plan

for 100 years. I think they will fold only if they are clearly weaker in strength than the People's Army.

Whether it is a non-violent or violent confrontation, for either way to succeed requires great power standing behind the Truckers

with obvious reserve waiting behind them. This means the WEF must act now before the People's Army grows too large with

strong reserves. I expect action by the WEF soon to squash this uprising. This is not about Trudeau, this is the WEF plan in place

around the world.  Everyone must be ready to heavily support the Truckers and step into the battle if they are attacked."
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes it's the manipulations and threats of the WEF that are becoming increasingly visible, more so since we now have the names

of their political stooges, and no surprises really given their behavior over the years from Blair onward.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wendyb  bullseye ! When I heard Chris Sky reveal the military told Trudy to call someone else for the Ottawa detail it became real

to me that this could be his, or more precisely the WEF's Waterloo. They know if their boy goes down it will be the Domino Effect

leading to their doorstep.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You gotta love Canada! I didn't get to see any of my Canadian relatives due to covid last year.....Total BS! I wish I was there with

the truckers. I'd be toting 5 gallon cans full of DEISEL!
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bru96949
Joined On 5/15/2019 9:31:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The simplest and most effective method to beat the fact checkers is to know your sources. Check the links and references. An article

that doesn't include references is almost guaranteed to be in\uenced...and too many of the Fauci/CDC/FDA releases have no reference

points included. The other elephant in the room is the funding of scientiEc and university research. It is my opinion that the political and

scientiEc world is populated by cowards who refuse any stand that threatens their money...and since their money is provided by the

main drivers of the propaganda machine, they have become worthless mouth pieces for that propaganda machine.
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bru96949 Agree but it does not take long watching interviews by such as Rogan, Malone, McCullough, Sen Johnson, all highly

criticised recently by an enslaved media and jaded musicians, to know that they are NOT CRAZY ;-)
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btryan1
Joined On 7/18/2020 10:51:48 AM
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The "fact checkers" are censoring the video on this site...we are at war they want you dead no question about it.
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Ottawa police are seizing supplies from the truckers, but aside from legal challenges there are other ways to go around these illegal

activities by authorities. The following is a link to how the citizens of Ottawa are thwarting the police seizures. Power to the people!

www.bitchute.com/.../EjQbyubsRThi
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Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The police have not been successful with the seizing of gas so now they are going after the truckers children!

www.youtu.be/di3OUWGa7FI  | https://youtu.be/G0ywbmqWPL0
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In keeping with this topic, here is a good source of information, where propaganda is

concerned...www.citizensforfreespeech.org/propaganda?utm_campaign=propaganda_broch..
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The Mainstream Media narrative changed overnight. I subscribe to the Toronto Star just because I need a physical paper to line the bird

cage with.  Anyway, this morning they actually carried a story about how the provincial premiers are removing the mandates, and how

we just have to learn to live with Covid, etc. It was almost like the journalism from days of yore. They did carry some stories about

boosters, get your boosters here, and rapid tests are now free, etc, but on the whole there was actually some truth in their paper today.

They even reported fairly on the Liberal Quebec Caucus member who called a press conference to tell his side of the story. He did that

Tuesday and was removed from his committees by Tuesday night thanks to the Liberal party whip. He should not have discussed this

with the Press but should have discussed it privately in the Caucus meetings. Yeah, I am sure they listened to him there! Meanwhile, the

Coward of the Country aka Justa Truedope, is still in hiding.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazing what a bunch of smelly Truck-Driving Wal-Mart shoppers can achieve just by parking their trucks at the capital's front

lawn.
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cjohnstonexedyusa.com
Joined On 4/13/2013 12:11:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great Censorship Details in this video, thank you Dr. Mercola! People better get away from BIG TECH, such as

Google/Facebook/Democrat party, before we cannot End the truth anywhere! Started with Obama stating someone needs to control the

Internet, it is like the Wild Wild West. All you hear now days is it is FACT checked, they do not know FACT, they know dictatorship! NOT

GOOD PEOPLE LET"S WAKE UP!~
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to be very suspicious of people who "follow the science," yet have no knowledge of the science whatsoever other than they are

fully "boosted." When you meet someone that claims to be following the science, ask them what their serum level of vitamin D is.  I

almost guarantee you will get a blank look.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Variant, Vaccine Hesitant, New Normal, Build Back Better, We are all in this together, Be a good Citizen etc All are classic propaganda

verbiage.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's you patriotic duty to wear a mask and TAKE THE JAB!
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Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"They feared losing their grants, as most grants for research are funded by the government." It's almost like Eisenhower was onto

something years ago when he gave the "military-industrial complex" speech. In that speech, he also mentioned the danger of a

scientiEc community increasingly reliant on govt sources for funding and the very real concern that the people giving the money had

speciEc expectations about research results. Whenever industry funds a research project, people have no trouble being skeptical about

the Endings, but for some reason, they often take a govt-funded project's results as gospel.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I disagree that the Internet is a closed box. It's just the opposite.  It's not a single source such as CNN, M$NBC, NPR, CDC, FDA, Fauci,

MSM, etc. Actually people are not talking to one another, at least in my age group. (75+).  I'm shocked at how ill informed people seem

to be.  The ones who are unable to operate or don't use a computer are the worst. The examples are endless, but one in particular

stands out.  An old lady who hates Trump and who believes Biden would be doing fantastic if it weren't for the Republicons looked a

T-shirt of mine with a large picture of Tulsi Gabbard on the back and said, "You only support her because she's attractive.  She must be a

Republicon."  It blows my mind that a very large number of Democrats have no idea that Tulsi Gabbard was in fact a Democrat candidate

for President in 2020 and that she is the one that knocked out Kwanzala Harris in the Erst debate.

For those that don't know, conErmed rascist, Kwanzala, never won a single primary because she was forced by lack of public

enthusiasm to drop out before the 1st primary.  It's true that there was also little enthusiasm for Tulsi, but for anyone that knows of her,

she stands head and shoulders above the demented fool that was placed in position through wide spread fraudulent ballot casting and

vote counting procedures in many states.
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jamNjim
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Election, your 20 years older than me so you didn't probably experience the internet revolution the way I did. I was in my mid to

late 20's when I was able to get internet and I had a computer to search for answers. It was slow and di[cult, but there was no

censorship. I was able to End things in the 90's I can't End today. The censorship is so massive that you can't research anything

now. The entities with the $$$$ dictate what you see when you do an online search. It's unamerican. This basically exceeds

China and other communist countries attempts to censor. Their governments do this. Our pharmaceutical sponsored Big Tech

does this! Due to the way the constitution and the laws are written, there's nothing anyone can do about it. Technically, they are

not breaking any laws. So where do we go from here? It looks as if a civil war is inevitable. I don't think it will be guns and knives,

but it will be a lot of cancel culture.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can see Trump now pointing to all the camera's in the back of rallies and saying. "There they are... FAKE NEWS". He pointed it all out as

well as anyone could and did it consistently never wavering
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darmarmot
Joined On 2/16/2021 3:58:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I use the Bible to bounce what I hear off of it. They've done their fact checking on that too. Use the King James but some say it's been

tampered with. I have a Geneva but End it di[cult to read. Strong's concordance too. Supposedly had ancestor come over on

May\ower...they used Geneva since they weren't fond of the King. Conspiracy stories in there too.
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't know about the Bible, but there is signiEcant question regarding the true author of the Shakespeare plays.  Apparently the

real guy was laying low for political reasons.  There is no substantive evidence supporting that Stratfordian guy other than he had

a similar name. He could barely sign his own name.
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brodiebrock12
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All of these deceptive tactics have been used by the CCP far longer. Anyone paying attention can see the CCP way has become the way

of the Dem-Coms in America too. How many in the swamp are bought and paid for by the CCP?
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brodiebrock12
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The gig of the fact checker is so blown and exposed. There will always be those sheep who will buy into the fraud, but the vast majority

are awake now to the lies and deception
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Four Attorneys General
Claim Google Secretly
Tracked People
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SuperMommyOfTwins
Joined On 12/13/2018 11:43:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-> Babies, toddlers & preschools targeted <- Feel Free ~put it on public record - object using the “Stand For Health Freedom” link

(highlighted/included) FDA meeting is set for February 15, 2022

blisswithoutignorance.org/2022/02/08/fda-pEzer-children-con-science/   "FDA + PEzer + Children = Con Science"

#BlissWithoutIgnorance, #GetMadOrGoMad
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swabiengmail.com
Joined On 6/7/2021 1:42:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It must have been eight or nine years ago I noticed YouTube scrubbed clean any mention or videos suggesting that 9/11 was an inside

job and that the towers came down because of a planned detonation, not because of the planes hitting the buildings. I was looking for a

particular video I had seen years before but it was gone, and when I looked for anything that might be similar there was nothing to be

found.

It wasn't terribly important to me at the time but I did get a bit of a cold feeling, like someone had systemically removed, or cancelled

you might say, wide-ranging content that had a particular point of view that did not conform to what the state thought it should be. Up

until that point I falsely assumed that the internet was a big, amorphous pool of information that would not be censored or Limited. Boy

was that a naive idea! In fact if there had been no censorship from the beginning maybe even just on YouTube there is no way that the

state would have been able to run roughshod over people the way that they have!
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ElectionFraudInvestigator
Joined On 8/2/2021 10:07:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another way to identify the uninformed: Ask them to tell you all they know about WTC-7 or Building Seven.  Their most likely

response will be, "What's that?"
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

https://www.ae911truth.org
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headache2
Joined On 2/19/2017 5:30:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The proEteers of information/misinformation - Larry Fink, Ron P. O'Hanley, Motimer Buckley, Greg Abel. These are the market

manipulators. Their control of money well exceeds the debt of the U.S. Government. You hear alot about Gates, Bezos, Soros,

Zuckerburg, but nearly nothing about the puppet masters.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fact checkers have been around for over 20yrs as "Truth-O-Meter" in a local paper..and caught red-handed in so many lies as to be

laughable....Why mess with my mind I thought back then? A common joke at the time; What's the Yiddish translation of "Trust Me?"

punchline...F.U.!  Maybe that was the kid-prank point of Snipe Hunt where the vic is left holding the bag alone in the dark until he Egures

it out?..Snipe/Snope?
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Randall, the fact checkers are the ones confounding the unprepared minds, little aware of what is really going on. Renowned

virologist and mRNA pioneer Dr. Robert Malone brought him to censorship on Twitter, YouTube and Facebook, he said that the

population is waging an information war with the mainstream media, which does not assess the truth and does fulEll the

narrative of Big Tech and Big Pharma. Despite the efforts of big tech and big media to offer only singular viewpoints on the

pandemic, Malone said these tactics are fueling opposition. “There is a growing cohort of people who are increasingly aware of

how thoroughly we have been manipulated.” “Malone said this growing awareness of the 'Great Reset' and the limitations of

those pushing it are cause for encouragement in 2022.

Malone concluded that he is trying "really to look on the bright side" and said that if humanity recognizes its interconnectedness

and the importance of community, integrity, and human dignity during this time in history, we will have a "Great Awakening." ' in

response to the 'Great Reset'.” www.lifesitenews.com/news/mrna-pioneer-dr-robert-malone-warns-of-full-..  …. A HEALTH

PUBLIC POLICY NIGHTMARE Vaccine spike antigen and mRNA persist for two months in lymph node germinal centers... protein

production of spike is higher than those of severely ill COVID-19 patients!

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../a-health-public-policy-nightmare (02/08/2022 )
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fact checking is a corporate bureaucracy. This is not new. When I worked for a college, all staff were forbidden to speak to the media

and any media questions were to be directed to the college's publicity centre. Staff were not allowed to express their opinions about the

college and it's activities. If I disagreed with the "o[cial view", I was not permitted to speak - and risked dismissal for doing so.

 Everything public about the publicly funded college was controlled by the bureaucrats. Freedom of speech only existed for people who

didn't know what was happening. The rules haven't changed. The media played into the game, knowing that if they contacted someone

who knew what was happening, they would not talk.

The only way for the media to get information was through the "o[cial channels".  Fact checkers are an extension of bureaucratic

control. Fact checking is often simply abuse. Many, perhaps most, so-called "fact check" products are not about the "facts" they are

about the person being abused. Nobody wants to "fact check" Mercola's articles, they just want to 'CHECK" Mercola. Nobody wants to

"fact check" Joe Rogan, they just want to "CHECK" him. Nobody wants to "fact check" any story about COVID, vaccines, or treatments -

they want to "CHECK" any analysis.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Exactly! Those Liberal policies have now infected every level of our world. The students that graduated from your college went on

to spread the ideologies that the university indoctrinated them with. I have a degree, but I never went to college to actually learn

anything. I already knew what I needed to know. I only got a degree to have a piece of paper to present to a potential employer. I

learned nothing in college. It was a 4 year social club. It really only serves as a test to see if you can survive 4 years in a socially

dependent environment. That degree proves you can function socially to a very diverse environment. It proves you do have the

capacity (brain cells) to learn. However, it doesn't mean you are a better thinker or problem solver than someone who doesn't

have a degree. I would have learned more with a 4 year membership to a country/golf club/membership.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wonder how we can make it "cool" to be a conspiracy theorist.  Conspiracy theorists do it under cover.  Hahahaha... Conspiracy

theorists dig until they have the truth.  Eschew obfuscation, become a conspiracy theorist. Conspiracy theorists prove it. Labels are so

wrong and yet the agenda says, 'make 'em look like quacks!' Doesn't anyone see how ironic that is? If you think about it, dummying

down society in our antiquated schools is the Erst step to a true socialist agenda. No wonder everyone is following in line. I used to hate

the curse of being the Esh who swam against every damn stream. I questioned everything and drove the poor students in college nuts.

But I wouldn't stop until I had full understanding. Yeah, I was that person. Discernment comes Erst - how many of us had that

incredulous look on our faces when the plandemic began like, 'Ya'll aren't really buying this, are you?" For me, that was even knowing the

moment Germany closed her doors because of (Nothern) Italy - I mean the German guy who called literally said those words on the

phone - and I still shook my head because I knew to my core it wasn't real. My gut spoke absolute volumes. So here we are, our planet

has been decimated by an experimental mRNA vaccine and lives have been forever cut short or altered, they've wiped out nursing

homes and they tried to wipe the elderly population off the planet, in the name of science.

www.bitchute.com/.../9Qrlt3tse0wz  this is the short version of what this nurse saw in his nursing home. Fauci is such an idiot.

Bypassing the function of the liver with a needle is NOT the way to a healthy immune system. I will never get anything injected into my

blood - the job of the liver is to deal with this stuff as it comes along. Whatever it is! Getting sick means the body is working correctly.

We just need the tools to assist it. And Dr. Mercola is here to help with that, no wonder he needs stopping. God forbid!  We need the

truth.
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beautifully stated! I like all aspects of your post, but the best idea that I've seen in a long time is, "How can we make being that

conspiracy theorist into a glamorous role" that everyone wishes they could be in?  I really like your 1 idea the best: Eschew

obfuscation, become a conspiracy theorist.  If we can just make some of the Sheep dig into their dictionary and understand that,

we might get them interested. Let's keep thinking of nice phrases to popularize the conspiracy investigation point of view.

Something that looks good on placards and makes the sheep realize they are taking too much of a shortcut in following their

favorite articles and fact-checkers.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Stone! I saw a sweater that said, "give me a minute while I overthink this" ... and it brought a huge smile to my face! I can

picture sweatshirts with the whole line! CT ... proud to be ... hahahah
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about the poster with a thought police stating "It looks like you've had to much think."
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"For the investigatively nearsighted there are fact checkers ... caveat emptor" ...... "Homer - noun, follower of fact-checks; (

previously a 'true believer'), shortened to Homer, the never confused Simpson to provide a better visual"
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tracy, this article from Dr. Malone is from today. He highlights the serious dangers of the "vaccine" against Covid. Vaccine spike

antigen and mRNA persist for two months in lymph node germinal centers... protein production of spike is higher than those of

severely ill COVID-19 patients! The hidden highlight (lede) buried in this peer reviewed paper is that protein production of spike in

people vaccinated with the Moderna or PEzer vaccine is higher than those of severely ill COVID-19 patients! A person might ask,

“How could that be?” In order to understand this, we must carefully analyze what the study shows. This study asserts that the

mRNA and the spike protein produced persists for weeks in lymph node germinal centers in human patients. Having worked with

mRNA for decades, I can attest that this is highly unusual. rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../a-health-public-policy-nightmare

(02/08/2022)
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

15 days to become a CONSPIRACY THEORIST!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"I'm sorry sir, you've had too much to think..." hahahahha LOVE IT!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui - clearly we don't know enough. THEY don't know enough. This is a giant experiment, and we are the guinea pigs.  I wish he

would have talked more about why the spike being higher than in a naturally sick person - is the travesty here. It's easy to deduce

why, but now that I've seen a vax'd person get sick - and spread it to another vax'd person - who then gave it to me because two

'home tests' told him he was negative - and of course, two days later I'm sick with it as well... ugh! Two years I've gone without

getting sick and it's my own family member who, relying on the ridiculously inaccurate home test, ends up getting me sick. There

aren't enough words for ironic, especially for the amount of bullying I had to endure to get to this point.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most people fear conspiracies so much that they will deny any "conspiracy theory" to their death. Perhaps it's natural. We learn

there are no monsters under the bed and that Santa Claus is our friend. We don't want to believe the monsters are conspiring to

eat us, or that corporate groups are conspiring to sell us stuff we don't need. We intentionally become blind to conspiracies,

perhaps for our own protection. When we look at the core of any conspiracy theory, there are facts. The three towers fell.

Unfortunately, conspiracy blindness speaks of the twin towers. President Kennedy was shot in Dallas. Drug companies conspire

to sell drugs without accepting responsibility for their consequences. When we widen our view every simple conspiracy

complexity grows. The more we "think too much" the farther we get from the core reality (belief), which is easily seen to be true.

Why did the towers fall? We don't know. Why don't we know? There was no investigation. The rubble from all three towers was

removed without any engineering analysis.

It took a conspiracy to \y two airplanes into the two towers. But the deeper we look, the more shadows form. Why did terrorists

want to knock down the towers? That question cuts too close to home. Nothing to see here. We don't want facts, but justice. We

don't want to see the conspiracies - we want to see one person brought to justice. Everyone watches when Bin Laden is killed.

Nobody watches when engineers are blocked from accessing the rubble, much less studying it.

Studying conspiracies is hard, really hard. And who beneEts? Nobody. It's much easier to beneEt from creating your own side

conspiracy - and starting a war with a far away nation. There's money and power to be gained from war. From study of cause?

Not much, unless it can be used by large groups conspiring for proEt. But that's not conspiracy, is it. The science of conspiracy is

of cause. Cause is complex. We want simple answers. Simple conspiracy theories a simply wrong
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have to face it. We live in the post-truth era, and it's not going to change. Business has discovered that by altering everyone's

perceptions is the way to sell product. So it's just an extension of advertising, this Distortion of Truth. We shouldn't expect it to change.

The book by Stanley Fish, "The First" made this point fairly well, and made great use of the term "post truth"  I don't recommend the

book, as it is totally leftist oriented, but it does admit that the whole idea of valid information being available in print has been hijacked.

It validates every Point that Attkisson Makes.
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Absolutely. "Marketing" is nothing more than brainwashing, conditioning and manipulation of the masses! "Brand Name"? I avoid

them all!
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Speaking of advertising, I remember watching a clip this Christmas where every news station was saying to go and buy for

yourself along with others... two for me, one for them.  Ha, just watching that made me re-evaluate Christmas. This Christmas

was the Erst Christmas I backed off about 75% of what I'd normally do for the kids and my family.  We all have enough stuff. We

don't need more stuff. And now it's February, and we've changed from 'buying things' to buying experiences (not super easy with

the c word being out there - but you get the gist.)  It's time for me to be done with all forms of MSM ...
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I recall seeing a documentary about advertising and marketing many years ago. I cannot remember the name of it, but it

explained that Sigmund Freud's nephew, Edward Bernays, used Dr. Freud's psychoanalytic principles to create a new kind of

advertising. He was called the father of "public relations" (or something like that) but it was really the use of propaganda to

in\uence people (consumers). Prior to seeing that documentary, I muted commercials because they were loud and annoying.

After learning this information about Mr. Bernays, I muted commercials because I despise anyone/anything that uses

manipulation for ANY reason. It disgusts me. Well now I do not even watch anything on the boob tube, except maybe the odd

rerun from the 80s or 90s. Anyway, I just found a link to a 2019 article that might explain it better than I can:

listverse.com/.../edward-bernays-freud-tricked-us
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Very interesting, Shannon. Thanks! Who would have thought!!!
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Stone, sorry, I couldn't resist! www.bing.com/videos/search?q=the+truth+you+can%27t+handle+the+truth&am..  Seriously, I have

faith that everyone will eventually see through all the propaganda. If not, they will eventually learn the hard way. If not, that's

called "natural selection"......... the dumbest die so the smarter people can reproduce. It's a necessary evil. I'm afraid we have

reached that point in the world. The dumbest of the dumb will be the Erst to go. The elitist will be a very small crowd as I see it.

They will have effectively culled all of their loyal followers and the 40% of naysayers left behind will overtake them. Fingers

Crossed!
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I've seen all of this, quite clearly. They don't fool me for a second! I've lost track of the number of "Fact Checkers" that I've come across -

even searching through Duck Duck Go! The masses' perception is deEnitely messed up! They don't know right from left; up from down,

truth from Ection...We are now hearing that "covid will be more like the seasonal \u; which will require yearly 'vaccinations'. ". I can

assure you that this was in the plans, all along! I've said it many times; I know the "game" very well. "Attkisson references a whole

generation of people who live inside the box, meaning the internet. Those who rely solely on the internet for their information are at

serious risk of being controlled".

I believe, that statement needs some clariEcation. It applies to those who have been brainwashed and conditioned; but not to the free

thinkers, who are more than capable of separating the truth from the lies. Currently, there seems to be a balance between the two; but if
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something isn't done soon, there will be much less truth and many more lies! I have a relevant song for the times! It's very early; so I

haven't listened to it yet; although, I did read the comments. I assure you that it is worth listening to! https://youtu.be/w8KQmps-Sog
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Yes, Randy is less and less with the tyrants. FREEDOM CONVOY is driving protests around the world. Truckers are Eghting not

only for their rights, but for all of our rights to live free from tyranny and forced medical procedures where humanity is being used

for experimentation with "vaccines" of disease and death. There have been strikes by workers who refuse to be used as guinea

pigs for the ever-increasing number of shorts, punctures and braces that the so-called "experts" have. Bottom line: "The whiny

stalkers in America and around the world really have no idea what's in store for them, because we're no longer willing to play by

their rules." allnewspipeline.com/Cry-Bullies_Of_America_Have_No_Idea_What_Happens.p..  (03/02/2022)

FREEDOM CONVOY AWAKENS PATRIOT PROTESTS AROUND THE WORLD!!!

rumble.com/vubltg-freedom-convoy-awakens-patriot-protests-around-the-w..  (07/02/2022) The online poll conducted by

NewsNation and Decision Desk HQ interviewed more than 1,013 registered voters across the country. It examined the attitude of

Americans toward the COVID-19 pandemic and how the government responded. NewsNation published the results of the survey

on January 10, re\ecting a mistrust of federal health authorities. Survey Ends only 10% of Americans trust the media on COVID,

30% trust Fauci. whitehouse.news/2022-01-19-poll-health-authorities-low-trust-ratings-c..  (01/19/2022)
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That is still too much "trust", Gui. I would like to see much lower numbers. That being said; I'm sure it's better than a few years

ago.
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Hi Randy, Found this article last evening, down a rabbit hole from someone else's link: "O[cial Government of Canada data

suggests the Fully Vaccinated are just weeks away from developing Acquired ImmunodeEciency Syndrome" - - -

dailyexpose.uk/2022/02/06/canada-gov-data-suggests-fully-vaccinated-de..  - bzzzzzz, this one based on data coming out of

Israel's experience with this wwide experiment. See what you think!
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Just look at the covid-19 vaccination rates of each country. The percent of people fully vaccinated are the brainwashed zombies

that believe everything on MSM and/or they live in a dictatorship. www.cnn.com/.../global-covid-vaccinations
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Rreal; I was never very good with percentages. I just found them boring. Anyway; I think it's a moot point; because the PCR test is

incapable of detecting the covid virus. What I do know; is that the SYNTHETIC (red \ag) spike protein is only one of a number of

spikes. Therefor, it is the so-called "vaccinated" that are producing the "variants". They have zero protection from the other

spikes. The spike will continue to mutate in these people. It is also editing their DNA and of course, by its very mechanism,

destroying their immune system.

PEzer and the others, even admit that they have absolutely no idea of the long-term effects of these shots. No one does; but I

can assure you that none of it will be good! Remember...humanity is still in the "trials". My immune system is obviously intact. I

refuse to be a human guinea pig. What's done, cannot be undone! I predict, millions dying from the shot within the next two years

and that's a very conservative estimate. Did you check out the song I linked to? It's very relevant to what we're going through

today.
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Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jim; I really don't bother with anything that CNN has to say. It looks as if the worst countries are mostly under the Queen of

England...Canada, Australia... One thing I know is that I will not be a statistic. I like my body as it is; even though it's kind of

broken. I have to go for my bike ride now.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fact checkers should be called out in public for slander. Further, I have seen them write ridiculous things that make absolutely no sense,

re\ect NO research at all, and expose their ignorance. So much for "Fact" checkers and their credibility. The same goes for Snopes. Why

don't people question who is behind such agendas, and that agendas may indeed be at stake? Maybe we bloggers can help by pointing

out the \aws, and the obvious.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Fact Checkers" are nothing more than Liars and Deceivers... Fact checked by Randy!
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stoneharbor
Joined On 6/30/2008 1:05:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In my experience talking with a few sheeple who use the fact checkers what I found is that they, the sheeple, when confronted

with a different point of view than the one they want to cling to, very quickly have learned that all they have to do is go search for

fact checking on the subject and sure enough there's going to be a fact-checker-composed piece debunking of the other side. So

it's a very effective tool that the left has. They just have to make sure that every opposing view is fact checked. They know the

Mechanics for the Sheep is not to go explore the opposing point of view, but to merely End a fact Checker who has written

against that opposing view.

Then they are enveloped with warm cozy agreement. The last thing they want to do is open their mind to explore the other point

of view. Fact-checkers will always be there to give them those warm fuzzies. I don't think it does much good to try to lambaste

fact-checkers individually in our writings and Communications to the Sheep. Probably the best strategy is to just let the truth rise

out of the ashes, such that Enally it is uncontestable.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone who calls themselves a Fact Checker and "fact checks" articles without a comment/blog section is fake news!
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Tenderbud
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So glad to see these links to Sharyl Attkisson and Steve Kirsch's substack. Thank you always for your well-spoken insight. Here's one

more link to share that is time sensitive, as they are asking input by 2/10 for the FDA committee not to approve PEzer for children under

5: stevekirsch.substack.com/.../how-you-can-help-persuade-the-fda  He suggests that logging on and merely typing "OPPOSE" takes

less than a minute and will at least convey a message.
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chiffonoh
Joined On 11/22/2014 7:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Companies like this one, Fenton Communications, https://fenton.com/  boast about their manipulation of information. They have been

in business for decades, manipulating information and deceiving the public for big bucks. A little searching and you will End plenty of

information about loans to CNN and other companies that “may have been paid in full or forgiven”. They are a “social change” company.
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Worth watching: rumble.com/vuf7yq-honk-honk-truckers-can-triumph-freedom-Eghters-igni..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Take a Global Warming/TV watcher/believer outside and ask them, “Have you ever heard of Cyclical Ice Ages or Eugenics, Soft Kill,

Graphene or even `BitChute` or Brighteon or Mercola or anything at all about the Electroverse or alternative news/views? Their eyes

immediately start to glass over at the word `cyclical`and you`re now looking at wide eyed visibly stunned “vacant shark eyes“

desperately looking around for someone else to share TV cliches and gov`t talking points with – no exaggeration. Gaslighting Eugenical

Democide Works… just be happy it does… and that you/we are at least half-ways in the know, right here, right now. Thanks Herr Doktor,

there are few no other sites except for https://electroverse.net/  that even comes close to combining the totality of the situation.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and who owns the USA Government? well lets ask Bobby Fischer he knows  www.renegadetribune.com/bobby-Escher-speaks-jews  and

who owns and controles most world governments?  and news medias worldwide? Hummmmm.....  cdn.preterhuman.net/.../index.htm

 interesting how this was deleted about 3 years ago.....along with almost everything else about the facts about this group of 'things'

errrrrrrrrr..people..... seems they Own PEzer and J&J and Merk and most of Big pharma.....and Bayer-Monsanto....and standard oil and

most of earths oil..and who was one the 5richest on earth? why Cecil Rhodes ......seems he was one who started secreat underground

gangs?  and a lot more.......

theconversation.com/rhodes-closet-gay-man-who-hatched-a-secret-society..       "… a homosexual hegemony – which was already

operative in the Secret Society – went on to in\uence, if not control, British politics at the beginning of the twentieth century. "" Rhodes

himself, the book alleges, was gay, and because homosexuality was a criminal offence in Britain at the time, he realised that gays only

survived if they operated in:   … a society that remained secret, ring-fenced by wealth and political in\uence.

theconversation.com/rhodes-closet-gay-man-who-hatched-a-secret-society..    eskify.com/10-amazing-cecil-rhodes-facts  

aim4truth.org/.../cat-report-419    < king Paedophile ,baby raper , scumbag and he is a controling factor in world econic form.and

instumental in BLM and Hundreds of other distractions
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wendyb.
Joined On 4/27/2011 5:42:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

v16-webapp.tiktok.com/5913c80a5b2cdd6c4d1589bc50955154/62043d1f/video/..
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sickening. What a fool.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone heard of a plant-based treatment from a pharmaceutical company in Israel that is supposed to knock out all symptoms of

Covid-19 in 48 hours? It’s supposed to be 100% natural. They are requesting EUA:

www.msn.com/en-us/health/medical/israeli-startups-plant-based-treatmen..
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hopefully it will appear as an item on The Jerusalem Report via CHD soon.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello everyone, outside of the Dr M's topic, listen to this guy, https://youtu.be/TVFsOt11kcU  | https://youtu.be/OSyQLolY-B4   It's all a

distraction. We need to stand in our own power. We need to be AWARE of our own Power. Cheers.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Meet The Person Who Can Remotely Crash Planes And Can Your Mind MONSTROUS PATENT CALLS PEOPLE “WET WARE” IMPLANTED

DEVICES DELIVER ELECTRIC SHOCK, POISONS, DOPAMINE, ADRENALINE, EMIT MIND CONTROL FREQUENCIES What AFI and

American Intelligence Media (AIM) researchers have just discovered is breathtaking, disgusting, astounding and monstrous. It is also

shocking how far along the plan is. Amazingly, the Deep State shadow government, in its evident hubris, has fully disclosed their

diabolical technology scheme for “The Internet of Things” in writing. HEWLETT-PACKARD & AGILENT TECHNOLOGIES ARE COMPLICIT

aim4truth.org/2022/02/05/meet-the-person-who-can-remotely-crash-planes..  |

www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2018-01-16-Meet-Big-Brother-by-Betsy-an..
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MarcusSpeer
Joined On 3/31/2017 5:38:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Dr. Mercola - I'd like to make a suggestion to alter your last bullet point - "Those who rely solely on the internet for their information

are at serious risk of being controlled; you can Eght back by doing your own research, trusting your cognitive dissonance and using your

common sense" the mainstream media and the major controllers of the internet are absolutely not the places to go for information and

truth - however, the underground networks and very small independent news channels and outlets are the places to go - these are on

the internet - and it's a global network that shares your posts daily with millions of other people - you just have to avoid using Google

and the main social media channels - but the internet is our saving grace when it comes to these networks - many more are becoming

decentralized and this is where we can share the truth
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jinxmerlin
Joined On 1/28/2022 4:47:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ALERT !!!!  Where has he gone ? Its been close to a week and no where to be found, every day  he was on the MEDIA,  2x's a day or more

on this station or that pushing his SCIENCE.....  why is it now they have locked him up in a closet , put a muzzle on him,,what dirt are

they covering up ? how do you go from every day in the media to puff gone from everything,,, smells Eshy. WHERE IS Dr SCIENCE ?

Where is DR FAUCI ???????
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Welcome to Dr. Mercola's website.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hijinx - New to the site? Are you a troll? Here's all over the news.

ground.news/article/fauci-says-full-blown-pandemic-phase-is-ending   And here's more:

www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/covid-19-live-updates-fauci-says-u-s-exit..
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

He saw his shadow and went back in his hole for 6 weeks.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Was it an A-hole?
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh jamNjim, thank you! You made me laugh so loud I think my neighbors must have heard me!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL! Groundhog Day! That's hilarious Jam! He kind of looks like a little groundhog.
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Barbara Dyjak
Joined On 6/19/2006 6:59:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This article was supposed to be "Bitcoin: Passing Fad, the Next Big Thing or a Deadly Trap?" It's about factcheckers. Where's the bitcoin
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